Magnetic Resonance-Monitored Coaxial Electrochemical Ablation--Preliminary Evaluation of Technical Feasibility.
To evaluate the technical feasibility of a coaxial electrode configuration to rapidly create a mechanically defined electrochemical ablation zone monitored by magnetic resonance (MR) imaging in real time. A direct current generator supplied the nitinol cathode cage and central platinum anode for coaxial electrochemical ablation. Safety and efficacy were evaluated by measuring local pH, temperature, and current scatter in saline solutions. Ablation zone diameters of 3-6 cm (n = 72) were created on ex vivo bovine liver and verified by gross pathology. Feasibility of MR monitoring was evaluated using 8 swine livers to create ablations of 3 cm (n = 12), 4 cm (n = 4), and 5 cm (n = 4) verified by histology. Local pH was 3.2 at the anode and 13.8 at the cathode. Current scatter was negligible. Ablation progress increased relative to local ion concentration, and MR signal changes corresponded to histologic findings. In the ex vivo model, the times to achieve complete ablation were 15 minutes, 20 minutes, 35 minutes, and 40 minutes for diameters of 3 cm, 4 cm, 5 cm, and 6 cm, respectively. Ablation times for the in situ model were 15 minutes, 35 minutes, and 50 minutes for 3 cm, 4 cm, and 5 cm, respectively. The coaxial configuration mechanically defined the electrochemical ablation zone with times similar to comparably sized thermal ablations. MR compatibility allowed for real-time monitoring of ablation progress.